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ABSTRACT

Analytical methods of analysis for the determination of stresses,

strains and displacements in both the adhesive bond and the adherends

of bonded composite material structures and bonded metallic structures

subjected to in-plane axial loads are presented. Joint configurations

include the single lap (loaded with and without end tabs), the double

lap, the single doubler and the double doubler. The methods will be

useful in designing and analyzing such joints under static, dynamic

and thermal loads, as well as accounting for stresses incurred during

fabrication and hygrothermal histories. As a particular example,

explicit solutions are shown for cases of identical isotropic adherends,

and joints with axial loads and steady state moisture content and

temperature distributions. This is done printarily for brevity; more

generalized solutions will be presented in a subsequent unabridged

report.

n sa

WSuperscripted n~umbers refer to references at the end of report.
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I. BACKGROUND

There are over 343 referenc. dealing with adhlesive bonded .
in various structures, the need still exists for better, moe inclus-

ive, easier-to-use solutions :in order to design, analyze and optimize

adhesively bonded composite viaherial structures.

The single lap joint configuration has bef-n studied more exten-

sively than any other, and several analytical, numerical and finite-

ele:ment based methods and routines are available. Early analyses,

not addressing the composite woAter'al adherend, include those of

2 3 4 5Volkersen, DeBruyne, Goland and Reissner, and Szepe. These are

discussed in detail by Kutscha and Hofer . Among the newer and more

comprehensive methods for analyzing singlr-lap joints are those by

78 9Lehman and Hawley, Dickson, Hsu and McKinney, Grimes et. al.,

Hart-Smith, 1 0 ' 11 Renton and Vinson,1 2 ' 1 4 Srinivas, 1 5 Oplinger, 1 6

17 18 19Liu, Allman and Humphreys and Ilexakovich Experimental veri-

12,14fication of the accuracy of the Renton-Vinson analyses has been

made by Sharpe and Muha, 2 0 and computer codes for ease in computation

are available. The modification of this approach to include hygro-

thermal (high temperature and high relative humidity) effects has

been made by Watherhold and Vinson2"

The double lap joint has also been studied by several researchers.

There is ambiquity in the definition of the double lap joint, the

two configurations being what are herein referred to as the double

lap joint and the double doubler joint. Methods presently available

include those of Kutscha and Hofer,6 Lehman, Hawley et al.,7 Dickson

8 G,15et. al., 8Grimes et al., 9 Hart-Smith, 2 2 ' 2 3 Srinivas, Keer and

A
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24 16 18 25
191

Cnantaramungkorn,2 Oplinger,6 Aliman, 18Sen,25 and Humphreys i

and Herakovich1 9  Most of these do not contain thermal considerations,

and none contain hygrother,-al effects.
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II. GENERAL ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Consider 2 or 3 flat panels joined together by an adhesive bonded

joint, subjected to uniform in-plane mechanical loads in the x direc-

tion, and a continuous tempeicure distribution and a continuous mois-

ture distribution varying in the x direction and in the thickness

direction, z. If these panels are sufficiently wide in the y direction

then the combined structure can be considered to be in a state of

plane strain in the y direction.

For such cases many different joints may be analyzed by develop-

ing a general solution for the portion of the composite material ad-

herend depicted by the Wetherhold-Vinson model of Figure 1. The la-

minated element shown is sub-ected to stress resultants N1 and N21

stress couples M1 and M2 and shear resultants Q1 and Q2. This adherend

element is also subjected to a given distributed normal load on the

upper and lower surfac3s p L(x) and p 2(x), distributed shear loads on

the upper and lower surfaces Tu(x) and TL(x), and a continuous tem-

perature distribution T2 (x,z) and a continuous moisture distribution,

M (x,z). While solutions to the Wetherhold-Vinson model are generals

for most practical adherend stacking sequences, they are restricted to

those of midplane (x-y plane) symmetry, which are in a state of pl'ne

strain in the y direction. Thus, this solution is an analytical finite

element for the adherends in any of the joint configurations shown in

Figures 2 through 6.

The adhesive in these configurations is also modelled using an

elastic filu approximation used previously by Renton and Vinson, 1 2 , 1 4

as well as several other researchers, and modified herein to include

L . -;
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hygrothermal effects. These effects are important to polymer matrices

in composite adherendF, they will also be important for the pure

polymer adhesives.

By combining the analyses of the adherends and the adhesive the

joint configurations of Figures 2-6 may be analyzed.

Ill. WETHERHOLD-VINSON ANALYSIS FOR AN ADHEREND ELEMENT

From Reference 21, the governing equations for a portion of an

adherend subjected to all the loads dis ssed above are given below,

wherein each symbol should be sLbscripted i, in order to use it sub-

sequently as a building block in analyzing each of the various joint

configurations.

dN
- + T -TI 0d u

x

dQx
+ a - = 0 (2)

d u
x

dM h-x - (T+ u + L= 0 (3)

d 2x

d2w° d33 de d3TL

M. D1 1d--1 + F d--+ G - + H

dx dx dx dX

(3T dT

S+ + + (x)
dx ddxx dx
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- MT(x) - M.(x) W4)1

d 3 dý d3• d• d3
Nx A •_3 + B - + C d3I + D d•r + u

d d d d3
x x x X x

d• d2OL dU0+ , _• + E ----- + A - - NT ~

d d dx x x

+ E C + h (x) (5)
L

Qx = K5 Ox) (6)

In the above the N, M, and Q quantities are the usual stress

resutant, stress couple and shear resultant quantities as defined

in numerous references such as Reference 26. Once they have been

determined, a conventional laminate analysis may be used to deter-

mine the stresses in each ply. The quantities w° and U0 are the

midplane lateral displacement and in-plane displacement respectively,

and 4 is proportional to the rotation of the midplane. Thus, there

are six equations and six unknown since for this problem which in-

cludes all of the loads shown in Figure 1 are prescribed. However,

in what follows we will treat this problem as a building block, where

the loads are, in general, unknowns which must be determined.

Also in the above the lettered constant coefficients in (4)-(6),

which involve material properties and geometry, are defined in Refer-

ence 21, and are simply too lengthy to be included herein.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF THE POLYMER ADHESIVE

Consider the adhesive layer in a single lap joint as shown in

Figure 2. If we denote the displacements of the upper adherend and

the lower adherend with subscripts 2 and 3 respectively, then the

normal strains in the z direction and the shear strains in the x-z

plane can be written as

w2(x2,-h2/2)- w3 (x 3 , h 3 / 2 ) (0(x)= - + •a AT + am (7)
E a a

a

U x- h U(x hT (x)2 2 ,.-h 2 / 2 ) - U3 (x 3 , h3 / 2  (8)(8)
n G

a

where c -rnd T are the unknowns, normal stress and shear stress in
0 0

the adhesive respectively, E and G are the modulus of elasticity
a u

and the shear mocdulus of the adhesive in film forms as determined

for example by Renton, Flaggs and Vinson, 27,28 n is the thickness of
the adhesive in the z direction, a and 8a are respectivu..y the

coefficient of thermal expansion and hygroscopic expansion as dis-

cussed by Pipes, Chou and Vinson29 for instance, AT is the change

in temperature between the ,emperature of the material point con-

sidered and the "stress free" temperature, and m is the moisture

content in weight percent existing in the adhesive.

If, in Figure 2 we label the adherend "above" and "below" the

adhesive as elements 2 and 3, then (7) and (8) can be differentiated

with respect to x and rewritten, in general utilizing (1) through (6)
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as, where x 2 =x 3 -x

dw0 dw 2 2dw2° d3 d2 0 d20 -W + Y 1i To + '2Y 2 + • 3 02 + Y 4 ý3 + -Y5 2
d d o d d 2

Y x x x

d22

2
d L d (AT) dm

3+ Y +a Y-- (9)711 d + 12 (X a d ad

x x x

h dw 0 h30w30 d 2w
0 U 0  U + 2 23 3+ 00 2° U3 2 d 2 d To1 0+ 92 d

x dx

d 2 2 d2
3 2 do

2 + '3+ :T7+ Y3 72 + Y4 93 + 5 2 '6 2 7dx dx d

S+ y8 T + 79 d2T2 + 70• + 71 d--L- + 712 (x) (10)
x x x

2

where the yi and yi are given in Reference 21, as well as the inter-

mediate steps in the derivation. Thus, using equatic-is (1) - (6),

(9) and (10) we can easily analyze all tae joints of Figures 2-6,

for dissimilar or identical composite material adherends as well as

for metallic adherends. Because of space limitations the solutioi..

for the algebraically simpler, identical isotropic metallic adherends

will be treated herein. More generalized solutions are treated in

Reference 1.



V. SINGLE LAP JOINT SUBJECTED TO IN-PLANE LOADS,

UNIFORM TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE CC-NT2NT

Consider the configuration shown in Figure 2. The adherends

can be divided into components 1 through 4 employing (1) through (6)

to describe each assuming that in components 1 and 4 there are no

surface normal or shear loads, in component 2 no out and component

3 no aL" In element 2, aL and TL are a0 and To; and in element 3,

a and T are a and T of the adhesive.
u u 0 0

Hence for the four com",onents, (1) through (6) are used four

times with appropriate subscripts, and along with (9) and (10) are

used to determine the adhesive stresses a and TO. The re-ult is

a set of 26 equations, 26 unknowns and 26 boundary conditions.

The solutions for all quantities are found to be:

Fo. component 1

N P Cos e; Q = - P Sin e (12,13)
xl1

, .- _, (14)

1(5

V• •P~oel• 1 'T 'l, x "1"\ (i --z.. (16)

L ,

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E a 4 4 -idoTbs ~e~
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For component 2

&XA S4: >3S -t 4t Lae C2~
1+I

(18)

(19)

(20)

13+ (L-3)oL)

C x

Q4• . 3L- - -,s) - -+ a<O : -c - ..
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+ C7~

1- C~2

2- X

c L,.

+ 0.&' (p..p? - oc~)4

Cm A.c r- FC,~',



Is- >,- Oi-(C 
O

(22)
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3p ' () --

t- C z i- t ?d3

30 Lj

2.D

- i (e • -

t- 3
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-1- C.L( -c Sý,(LX

*i- C O St. 4

3

-C~4-

(23)

For component 3,

gx#~
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(,Y '4. k 13

S(,e(25)

- --. -S

Tl ((25)

H>0e 2 .3Z

•- •, • . •,-2 • •2 ~

C, Cza'6

(27)

O L 2p

C.",



.2 ýK .

+ C,.3j 1ý4- C2-;
-~j xi.~o C~ 1 ) p + C,,, 3 "0

+ -3

-i Ce-' -.2 of4 C=3P~

-_____+ Ljj-e"A. v +'~dc 4- ~CO?~ LA

In (293), the thermal resultant and hygroscopic resultant are both

included ý.r coitpleteness, because in a "quasi-isotropic" polymer

matrix adherend, both terms are important.
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D~~*~ 4 0iJie >-t.~ Ox~1 z)L 41 2

-- C,, e? RU Lt )Yc o

2D

-t- c ctJL),2-.L)

i-C x)L 4-2oqC r(i~

2t D1- 2-1f&

-+ c
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Co e, - (S ý"--- tx Ccr,-(i*J 2 -t-4-

*x1-

+ ct-: e- A(S,)7 0,K (s +( 3 3
(29)

For component 4:

~ &C~,~ Q~ P&A~C9(30,31)

Pz - (32)

(33)

j' 0x"I (34)

For the adhesive:

eo (C.•+ • +c,,ec +c, C (36)

rO , (37)

In the above, the values of a and 8 are determined from the roots

of the followinq equation
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2 O't ýQt t 2%• z (gu2w f (38)

wnlerein ao = e(L+i x

Also in the above equation all C are determined by the boundary

conditions for this problem. For ease of comparison, the numbered

subscripts shown correspond to those used in Reference 1. The bound-

ary condition for this problem are:

a; X 0; U°(() 0; W(O) = 0; M (0) 0 (39)a • 1 = ; U (0)= 0;wI X1

at X1 1 and X2 = 0;

w0(L 1 ) = w2(0) Q1 (L1 ) = Q2 (0)

(L = Ul(Ll) = U2(0)

MI (L 1 ) = M2 (0) N X1(L) = x2(0) (40)

at X2 = 2

Nx2 (L2 0; Mx2 (L2 ) 0; Qx2 (L2 ) = 0 (41)

at X = 0

N X3(0) = 0; Mx3(0) = 0; Qx3(0) = 0 (42)
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at = L3 and X = 0

wo(L ) = wo (0) Q,(L 3 ) = Q4 (0)w3 L3) 4 w43

$3 (L3 ) = 0 4 (0) U3(L 3 ) = U0 (O)

M43 (L 3 ) = M4(0W Nx3 (L 3 ) = Nx4(0) (44)

When (39) and (44) are used ir, (16) and (17), it is found that

C2 2 = C1 9 - 0 (45)

The remaining boundary conditions tbit are used result in an

18 x 18 set of equations as given below which are easily solved by

machine computation for a given geometry and set of material proper-

ties. The boundary conditions listed in (40) through (43) are in

order:

P~6~LC, L*((.AL 1 (dN~,q~~~. 1

j-L C,. r(LeL (a -G k-qc 3 (CL(,X)

2- I-I
SCo

ZZ s9

3 i.+-YO

.......... .1 C , 1ý4 C I P ý C
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(46)

-Pode-Cti -Cs.k -CC3 0 -.tx-4-L4-Jj

- L1 &..e 7- (47)

&4(SL ECL (r 0- - z co~ + 14, C, ý-

2 (ý164 ($

t I.J%- 6 .91  *L. d Lcc(-p )z G+CI.-3pi-

- C'4 I~ Cc 12 C + oc

q C. +Lq lr2~>c
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L~ ( CVvC. 3
-C,~~j- 1  (49)

d,-t C +e~~o $~~ E -c'--

(49
pc¢ = .__ ,•-Y C,-- c• (50)-) - ~

- CC, L

~~ (as. LZ~(cL(3L -cZ~

j-Cf-e x. 2 L~ (o(~~o~

+C C42 L~3~ -a)

~XL (~-zt( Cq (LL + C 2 T

(52)



+ C2 5 ( 2 + 2) = (53)

0 =-C a + C1 5 8 + CL + C 1 7 C + C 2 6 ( + e 2 (54)

h
2( . - (C 1 4 • - C 1 5  - c 1 6  - C17 ) + c29 (55)

0 -C 1 0  + CII1 + 1ý + C1 3 a + C2 7 (a
2  82) (56)

r "C I 7XL3
14cP13 .f.epfL 3 L 3

ca -e ~L Jj4( OC +(- &)CL 3J

V 4.3 L + (' CJJ-4j ~LY i L

Ix C~e-' L"-J4~ L 3 (t Zt-) C 7 Lj

.i ~~AL L-o -'-ee~ 2 CAMz 37
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-3 ex . f. (3 L

2E LZýi L L ~z

~~~~~~~ LogL3L~ Z.L 3 i-(OCPZ~ CoL 3 7

L2 ~~~L 3 to~ L3L 3

tCL L 3J~.AŽC

C,,e 7 L3 LjjL

24wf tZuL L3LL

L -'43 C (3L 3  L_3  + ýC.z L 3)

-t~ ~ L~~3( & 4 .L 3 * 6 Ic'L 3]

- C .&'(p 4 L3 -,ý L.9 3)

C32 L3 0(57)
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_L I L3 L/~ 
,~ cosf

L3 C- A .3 3(-3

PSine

+ C2 7 ] = -1_ 
(58)

k5

- to- 2 l .,3,. + (A -_L3]

- C A [e (cL3L3 -2- c5 ,CArP, 6L

- ,-C •.L3 ZAP [P- - ( --x ) CO L

-C 13  L f( ~ L ta y3J]-

I [ olL.

2~L fO.(L

+ 29 PL4SinO (59)

(a "413 L3)

c( LL3

+ 27 PSkne (60)

L-



L - Ij

-. o, c -L L-~, 
*

Co- eoL, 
L3)

Ll L- (,,(2 ý-''I)I

+ 1 CL3/ (OSýPL I

-' 13t o.

e-IK L3L Z ol (~JC~3L

+ Co5 eIL ( .P Lj f3 -2 a'3j z

C,~ L3t 2 ,

+ ci. eLJ j

74- 4 V)2.U (-

N N3 +c35
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CJ_!,

+ C2 6 = PCose (62)

With the evaluation of all the constants above, the solution is

complete, and parametric, design, and analytic studies may be un0er-

taken with the aid of a computer utilizing this analytical solý. ion.

VI. SINGLE LAP JOINT WITH END TABS SUBJECTED TO IN-PLANE LOADS,

UNIFORM TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE CONTENT

Consider the configuration shown in Figure 3. Here, the single

lap joint construction utilizes end tabs, the same thickness as the

adherends bonded onto the adherends such that the in-plane loads have

the resultant at the center of the adhesive and 0=00. This is typi-

cal for test pieces used in laboratory evaluation of the adhesive

properties.

Again the joint adherends can be divided into four components

as shown. Again (1) through (6) may be used four times with appro-

priate subscripts, and along with (9) and (10) are used to determine

the adhesive stresses a° and T0 . Also, the coefficients a and 8 are

determined from (S9). The result is a set of 26 equations, 26 un-

knowns and 26 boundary conditions.
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Fo: co)mponent 1 :

N = P; Qx 0; ý1 = 0 (63,64 ,6)

P
M = -- (h + (66)

1l 2

p + NT +N
U1 ° = ) X 1 + C4 0  (67)

w 1 - (h + n) x2 + C4 1 x 1 + C42 (68)
2D

For components 2 and 3, equations (18) through (29) can be used.

For computational reasons, the reader may wish to change the numbers

of the subscripts of the constants C, because they will have differ-

ing valuet for- .:ch of the problems considered herein.

For component 4!

N = P; ý";x4 = 0; 04 0 (69,70,71)

M = + P (h + n) (72)x4
z

P+NT+Nm
U° 4 = ( ) X4 + C4 5  (73)

K

w4 = - 2D (h + )X 4 2 43 +4 + C4 4  (74)4 2D



for zne adneslve , Luuaý.Lons anaxiý --7) M:.\' ;Jý:Lke

wz-n cnangec suDscr-pts, if preferrec, fýr this problen.. AIsc, --ne

roots u and I.re determined from Equatiox (38). The noundarv con-

ditions for this problem, see Figure 3, are:

0 0
at X= 0; U 1(0\ = 0; w (0) = 0; (0) = 0 (75)

at X = L and X 0; Same as (40)

at X2 -L 2 ; Same as (41)

at X3 = 0; Same as (42)

at X3 (L3 ), X4  0 Same as (43)

at X4 = L4 N x4(L 4 P; X x(L 4) - 0; *x (1. = 0 (76)

When (75) and (4() are used in (67) and (68),

C4 0 ' C4 2 - 0 (77)

Again for the boundary conditions to determine the pertinent

C. an 18 x 18 set of equations must be solved. They can be written

as the following:

___________ . . .. .. ~-.-



S .=rign. nanc siae of (4.
214 -

0 right hand side of (47) (79)

-p
- (h + n) = right hand side of (47a) (80)
2

0 - right hand side of (48) (81)

p+A T +NM

K ) L1  right hand side of (49) (82)
K

P = right hand side of (50) (83)

The three boundary conditions at X L and the three at X = 0
2 23

are identical to (51) through (56).

w3 (L3 ) = w4 (0) is the same as (57).

left hand side of (58) = 0 (84)

left hand side of (59) = - (h + rn) (85)
2

left hand side of (60) = 0 (86)

U3 (L 3) = U4 (0) is the same as (61)
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With tne evaluation of all or the constants above, -ne solution

is complete, and parametric, design and analytic studies may be

undertaken with the aid of a computer utilizing this anelytical solu-

tion.

VII. DOUBLE LAP JOINT SUBJECTED TO IN-PLANE LOADS,

UNIFORM TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE CONTENT

Consider the configuration shown in Figure 4. The double lap

joint with identical adherends can be modelled as in Figure 2, with

four components if there is a symmetry in geometry and loads in each

of the four quadrants of the structure. In a composite adherend

construction this means that a [ ]x5 construction is required where

X is a" even number of magnitude 4 or greater in the thicker adherend

and X is an even numbur of magnitude 2 in the thinner ones. For

isotropic adherends the geometric symmetry exists automatically.

Again, 26 equations, 26 unknowns and 26 boundary conditions result.

The coefficients a and 0 are determined from (38), where for this

problem h is replaced by h/2 in (38) and all other pertinent equations.

The solutions are:

For component 1:

N x = P/2; Q = 0; xl = 0; M - 0 (88,89,90,91)

(P/2+N T+Nm)
U1 1- X1 + 70 (92)

K



For component 2, equations (18) through 123) can be used, but

for computational reasons the numbers used for subscripts may be

changed to avoid confusion with the other solutions.

Looking at Figure 4, it is seen that the mid~urface of. the

adherend at the right must remain straight due to symmetry. Since

the adherend is thin, i.e., h<<L3 end h<<L4,i steeoeacrt

to make the following approximations for components 3 and 4, and (24)

and (28) are used for N3 and U3

w 3() = w 4 (X 4) 0 #x3) M Ox 0

(94)

M x3( M) (X 4) Q (X)W - QX(X 4) 0
3 M4 Q3 Q4

(P/2+N T +m)
N x4 = P/2; Uo04 = K X 4 + C 75 (95,96)

Again for the adhesive, (36) an•d (37) may be used, changing the

subscripts if preferred. The boundary conditions for this problem,

depicted in Figure 4 are:

at X1 0; Same as (75)

at X1 1 and X 2 = 0; Same as (40)

at X 2 L 2; Same as (41)



az =0; Same as '42?

at X3 = L. and = 0; Same as (43)

at X4  L 4 ; N = P/2; Qx (L 4 ) 0; x = 0 (97)
4 4 4

When (75) is substituted into (92) and (93),

C7 0  C7 2 =0 (98)

For the boundary conditions used to determine the remaining non-

zero Cii, a 12 x 12 set of equations must be solved. They can be

written as follows:

C 71L = right hand side of (46) (99)

01(L) 1= 22(0), Same as (79)

0 = right hand side of (47a) (100)

Q1 (L1 ) = Q2 (0), Same as (81)

(P/2+N T+Nm)
L1 = right hand side of (49) (101)

P/2 = right hand side of (50) (102)

....ii



Tne znree uouridarv condz:lýionE at -. are zdenzaI5

znrouan '53). and N (0) = 0 idenzicý1 to '54).

at X3 = L3 and X4 0;

left hand side of (61) C7 5  (103)

left hand side of (62) = P/2 (104)

With the evaluation of all the constants above, the solution is

complete, and parametric, design and analytical studies may be

undertaken.

VIII. DOUBLE DOUBLER JOINT SUBJECTED TO IN-PLANE LOADS,

UNIFORM TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE CONTENT

Consider the configuration shown in Figure 5. The double doubler

with identical adherends can be modelled as in Figure 2, with four

components if there is a symmetry in geometry and loads in each of

the four quadrents of the structure. In a composite adherend con-

struction this that a [ ]x. construction is required where X is an

even number of magnitude 4 or greater in the adherends and 2 or

greater in the doublers. For isotropic adherendb the geometric

symmetry exists automatically. Again there are 26 equations, un-

knowns and boundary conditions. The coefficients a and a are

determined from (38), where in this problem h is replaced by h/2 in

(38) and all other pertinent equations.

L~..



.-or cumponenz_

N'x P/2; Q 1 (X 1 ) 0; C. (XI) 0 4105,106,107)

M (X1 ) C 10 0  (108)

(P/ 2 +NT+Nm)
U 0(X) = K (109)

w (X Cl00 x1j 10
1 1 C101 X1 + 102(110)

2D

For component 2, (18) through (23) may be used, but for compu-

tational reasons the numbers used for subscripts may be changed to

avoid confusion with other solutions. flor components 3 and 4, (94)
0

through (96) may be used, and (27) and (28) used for N and U3 .
x 3  V

Again for the adhesive, (36) and (37) can be used. The bounddry

conditions for this problem, see Figure 5, are

at X1 = 0; Qx(0) = 0; (0) = 0; Uo(O) - 0 (111)

at XI=L and X2 =0, at X2 =L 2 , at 3 and at XL and

the boundary conditions are identical to (40) through (43).

at X = L4 ; Same as (97)



Wher LI i-Eu..s-Ztu-Ce. ~.ntc ,109, anCd Ji0O

7z 0

Again the boundary conditions to determine the pertinent C..'s

a 14 x 14 Set of equations must be so'.,ed. They may be written as

follows:

2C~oL
C1001 L c 1+

+ C011 + 02 right side of (46) (113)

Same as (79)

C1 0 0 = right hand side of (47a) (114)

Same as (81)

Same as (101)

Same as (102)

The three boundary conditions at X2 -L2 =and the three at X2 0

are identical to (51) through (53) and N (0) 0 identical to (54).x 3

at X3 =L 3 and X4 = 0

left hand side of (61) - C1 0 5 (115)



W,

,)ame as••0.

Upon evaluating the corstants above, the solution is complete

and can be used for parametric, design and analytical studies.

IX. SINGLE DOUBLER JOINT SUBJECTED TO IN-PHASE LOADS,

UNIFORM TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE CONTENT

Consider the configuration shown in Figure 6. The single doubler

joint with identical adherends can be modelled as in Figure 2, with

four components if there is a syrms.etry in geometry and loads in each

of the four quadrants of the structure. In a composite adherend con-

struction this means midplane symmetry in both adherends and doubler.

For isotropic adherends the synmnetry in geometry exists automatically.

Again 26 equations, unknowns and boundary conditions are required.

The coefficients a and 6 are determined from (38).

The solutions are:

For component L:

N -P; Q 0; 0 (116)

Mx C130 (117)

T(P+N +Nm)-
l - K X +U (118)

0 1 K1

w1 C1 3 0 x 1
2  C1 3 1 X1  C1 3 2  (119)

2D



For computariona. reasons, nhe user may wish to change numlnered suu-

scripts to prevent confusion with solutions to the other problems.

For component 4: Use (69) through (71) and (73)

Mx C133 (120)

2

o C 133 X4
w4 D C134 X4 + 135(121)

Again, the adhesive solutions are given by (36) and (37). The

coefficients a and 8 are found by solving for the roots of (38).

The boundary conditions for this problem are:

at X 1-0: Use (111)

At XI=L1 and X2=0, at X2=L2, at X3=0 and X3=L3 and X4=0

the boundary conditions are identical .o (40) through (43)

at X4-L4; Use (76).i4 4
From the boundary conditions at X1-0, C - 0.

For the remaining boundary conditions the determination of the

C.. require solutions to the solutions of an 18 x 18 set of equations

as shown below:

-c31 + C1 31 L1 + C1 3 2 -right hand side of (46) (12z~)
2

C1 3 0 = right hand side of (47a) (123)

Same as (79), (81) , (82), (83)



left hand side oi 57) C 124)

Same as (84), (86), (87)

left hand side of (59) = C1 3 3  (125)

left hand side of (61) = C1 3 5  (126)

With the evaluation of all constants above the solution is

complete. Parametric, design and analytical studies can be under-

taken for design and optimization.

X. CONCLUSION

Through the above, many practical adhesive bond configurations

can be designed, analyzed and optimized, and various configurations

can be compared. In essence, one good computer program, utilizing

the above analytical solutions, can efficiently detail stresses, and

deformations throughout the adhesive film and the adherends in each

of the five configurations studied.

Although the most elementary solutions have been shown explicitly

herein (i.e., isotropic adherends, constant temperature and humidity),

solutions of a very general anisotropy of the adherends, transient

temperature and humidity profiles varying in both the axial and thick-

ne-s directions, time dependent in-plane mechanical loads, and lateral
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To date, onu publication has emanated :rom this year of

sponsored research. That is AIAA Paper No. 79-0798, "Analysis of

Bonded Joints in Composite Materials Structures Including Hygrother-

mal Effects", by J. R. Vinson and J. R. Zumsteg, University of

Delaware, Newark, Delaware, 19711.

It was presented at the 20th AIAA/ASME Structures, Structural

Dynamics and Materials Conference, St. Louis, April 1979.

It has not been published in an archival journal to date,

awaiting the completion of the Master's thesis of J. R. Zumsteg,

in order that parametric study resul-s can be incorporated. The

thesis should be completed later in 1981
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Figure 1. The Wetherhold-Vinson Model
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Figure 6. The Single Doubler Joint


